No.CPC/Cement/2001/137
Date: 20-02-2013

Subject: Model Tender Document (item rate) for the works of SSNNL
- Amendment in Clause-17 “Materials and workmanship” of Section-I of Volume: One - B.

Preamble:

Gujarat State Civil Supply Corporation (GSCSC) vide resolution dtd. 03-10-2012 has provided guidelines for procurement of cement required for works that GSCSC will supply cement only if the indenting organizations have made the provision in the tender document of their works for supply of cement by GSCSC. In this context, this matter was under consideration at SSNNL level.

Circular

After careful consideration, SSNNL has decided to replace the Clause No.17.1.2 (A)(i) by revised clause as under:

The Contractor shall have to procure OPC/PPC cement bags required for works from Gujarat State Civil Supply Corporation (GSCSC). In case of non supply / short supply of cement by the GSCSC, the contractor can procure cement from the cement manufacturing factories approved by the SSNNL.

In case of procurement of cement from the manufacturing factories approved by the SSNNL, the prevailing rate of GSCSC on the date of purchase of cement or actual purchase rate by contractor, whichever is less, will be considered for payment.
This is issued after approval from competent authority of SSNNL.
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